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Introduction 
This document answers frequently asked questions received by the AZA office about its annual mission-
focused research survey, explains sections that have led to errors in entry, and provides examples of 
what would be a robust submission compared to one that may require follow-up or does not include data 
that could be used in collective analyses. A Mission-Focused Research Survey Manual is also available 
which describes the steps for using AZA’s online data entry system to add/edit projects (also available at: 
https://www.aza.org/resources-for-the-arcs-surveys under the section titled “How to Enter Data Online”). 
 
AZA’s Annual Research Survey 
AZA surveys its members annually to understand the full suite of research activities taking place in their 
organizations, how members staff for research, and how many advanced degrees are received because 
of scientific research done at or with your facility. This information is then published in an Annual Report 
on Conservation and Science and other related publications. Mission-focused research projects focus on 
questions relevant to the animal care and welfare, science, education, or conservation missions of 
institutions. Research involves application of the scientific method, and is therefore hypothesis- or 
question-driven, involves data collection and analysis, and draws conclusions.  

 
Review the complete Definition of Mission-Focused Research, developed by the AZA Research and 
Technology Committee (RTC), for a more thorough understanding of what kinds of projects and 
associated costs should be included in the survey.  
  
Data from this survey are used extensively by the AZA office in publications, print and social media, and 
in meetings with agencies and partner organizations. Data are also used by AZA members and Animal 
Programs for their own presentations, publications, and benchmarking, and by the RTC so they may 
know how to best support the AZA membership. Learn more about the Annual Report on Conservation 
and Science and download recent publications (http://www.aza.org/annual-report-on-conservation-and-
science/), or learn more about the community’s research and science efforts 
(https://www.aza.org/research-and-science) on AZA's website. 
 
Please contact Arslan Ahmad (Conservation & Science Program Assistant, aahmad@aza.org), or Shelly 
Grow (Director, Conservation Programs, sgrow@aza.org) if you need assistance at any time. 
 
Thank you for taking the time to tell us about the research being done at your facility.  
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How do I decide whether a project counts as “Field Conservation” or “Mission-Focused 
Research”? 
 
Many projects have components of both field conservation and research – however, we ask that you 
enter information about each project in only one survey after deciding where it best fits.  
 
Field conservation projects are those that directly impact the long-term survival of species in natural 
ecosystems and habitats. Research projects are hypothesis-driven, and include data collection and 
analysis. If a project involves research that has or will have a tangible and immediate effect on a species 
in situ, it would fit in the field conservation category. This might happen when an existing recovery or 
management plan requires research to be completed before the next action for recovery can be 
implemented. For example, a site-specific habitat assessment may need to be completed before animals 
could be reintroduced. Conversely, if research is focused on learning more about a species’ basic biology 
or improving the care and management of animals not slated for reintroduction, it would fit better in the 
mission-focused Research category. 
 
For more information about what type of projects are appropriate for each survey, review the Definition of 
Field Conservation and Definition of Mission-Focused Research developed by the Field Conservation 
Committee and Research and Technology Committee respectively. 
 

Is this survey relevant to me if my facility does not lead any research projects? 
 
This survey is relevant to all AZA member facilities! Research activity includes time spent collecting, 
processing, and shipping biomaterials to other researchers, reviewing research requests, and 
coordinating research that is done in partnership with your facility or staff. AZA understands that 
opportunities to participate in this type of research may not arise each year, but every facility will likely be 
contacted at some point or other. If you did not receive any research requests in a given year and 
therefore do not have research activity to report, please email Arslan Ahmad (aahmad@aza.org) or 
Shelly Grow (sgrow@aza.org) so that they know you received and considered the survey but do not have 
any contributions for a given year. 
 

We received several requests from SSP programs for staff to send biomaterials to 
various researchers; should each one be entered independently? 
 
If your facility’s role in a research project is limited to the collection, processing, and shipping of 
biomaterials, you may create a single entry to capture these efforts. However, it is important that you still 
identify the Animal Program(s) or researcher(s) requesting the materials and the research question(s) 
they are addressing in either the project description or the “Describe This Year’s Activity” box in the year-
specific Annual Update. If you are more knowledgeable about some of the research efforts, we 
encourage you to create unique entries for those, as this will ultimately improve the data quality for 
analysis.  
 

Are there certain types of projects that sometimes meet the mission-focused research 
definition and sometimes do not? 
 
Some types of projects should only be submitted when their application of the scientific method is clear:  
 

 Maintenance of a Research Colony:  Costs associated with maintaining animals as part of a research 
colony may be reported as long as they are part of an active research program. These costs should 
not be reported if the animals are part of the facility’s main collection. 

 Clinical/Diagnostic Work: Clinical/diagnostic work should only be included if the results are published 
in a peer-reviewed publication and therefore become part of a larger body of scientific knowledge, or 
a clinical study is undertaken addressing a clear hypothesis.  Best practices for medical records and 
diagnostics on their own do not meet RTC’s research definition.  
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Should we include the visitor research we are conducting, or is this survey focused 
solely on animals? 
 
This survey should include all of your mission-related research, including research exploring hypotheses 
on visitor learning and education. Individual education program evaluations or satisfaction surveys should 
not be included. 
 

Are you asking about the number of our staff that have advanced degrees in the 
“Research Staff and Associated Degrees” table I see under the search fields? 
 
We are not asking about the degrees your staff have. This section asks about two things. First, we are 
asking how much (full time equivalent) staff time is dedicated to research efforts. For example, if your 
general curator spends 10% of his or her time reviewing and coordinating research requests, and two 
keepers each spend 5% of their time collecting and processing biomaterials or conducting behavioral 
observations for a study, you would write that you have 0.2 full time research equivalents on staff (i.e., a 
total of 20% of full time staff time goes to research). Secondly, we ask you to describe any advanced 
degrees that were received by students because of their relationship with your organization. This 
relationship may be that they conducted their research at your facility, or that a staff member served as 
one of their primary advisors. 
 

Why is the project I entered no longer listed when I log into the system? 
 
Survey submissions are reviewed by members of the RTC and AZA staff to determine whether each 
project meets the mission-focused research definition of application of the scientific method and presence 
of a central question or hypothesis. If a survey submission does not clearly meet these criteria, the project 
will likely be removed from the database after AZA tries to contact the submitter for more information. 
Providing a project description that includes the study question and role of your facility will help clarify to 
you and RTC reviewers if a project meets the mission-focused research definition, will decrease the 
likelihood that a legitimate research project is removed from the database, and will improve the data 
quality for analyses and publications. 

 
When are facilities surveyed? 
 
Facilities are surveyed annually, starting in early December for that survey year and continuing to the end 
of February of the following year. People are asked to submit information only about activities that 
happened in that given year and should not include upcoming planned efforts. Some facilities submit their 
information based on their facility’s fiscal year, if it differs from the calendar year. This is fine as long as 
submitters are consistent from year to year. AZA reports all submissions by stating a year (e.g., 2010, 
2015, etc.). 
 

I was the current Mission-Focused Research contact for my institution, but I now need to 
pass on that responsibility due to changed responsibilities/departure from the institution. 
What should I do? 
 
Only AZA staff can change these designations. Please email Arslan Ahmad (aahmad@aza.org) or Shelly 
Grow (sgrow@aza.org) if you need to have your institutions survey contact reassigned. 

 
I cannot see my facility’s projects when I log in, or, I am having trouble saving my 
information. What should I do? 
 
There are a number of reasons why this might be. First of all, only people with specific privileges linked to 
their account can see all of, or edit, the information about their facility’s projects. Generally, only one 
person per facility has that online privilege. Feel free to confirm with AZA if you believe your account no 
longer has those privileges but should. Secondly, AZA’s website logs you out after fifteen minutes of 
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inactivity and, although the page will not look different, you will suddenly be unable to save changes. This 
happens to people when they turn their attention to an email or search for additional project information, 
so be sure to save your work frequently! Try logging out, then logging back in and see if that works. If you 
still experience trouble, it may be due to an account error and you should email Arslan Ahmad 
(aahmad@aza.org) or Shelly Grow (sgrow@aza.org) for assistance. 

 
I need to collect information from several colleagues at my organization. Are there any 
tools that will help me collect the information I will need to enter into the survey? 
 
Spreadsheets with all of the fields found in the survey are available on AZA’s website: 
https://www.aza.org/resources-for-the-arcs-surveys under the section titled “Which Project-specific 
Information is Collected”. Many submitters use this spreadsheet beforehand to gather and prepare the 
information, and then enter it all into the online survey when they are ready. Sending AZA a completed 
spreadsheet does not count as completing the survey – you should enter it online as well. 

 
Can I download a spreadsheet of all of my facility’s projects? 
 
While you are not able to download your submissions, AZA would be happy to send you a spreadsheet 
with this information. Please contact Arslan Ahmad (aahmad@aza.org) or Shelly Grow (sgrow@aza.org) 
to request a copy of your facility’s projects. 
 

Is there a way for me to delete a duplicate entry or one that I created by mistake? 

 
Mission-focused research contacts may edit any field (e.g., change an incorrectly selected species to the 
correct one), but they are not able to delete an entry created in error. Please contact Arslan Ahmad 
(aahmad@aza.org) or Shelly Grow (sgrow@aza.org) to remove the unwanted content for you. 

 
What information is visible to the public? 
 
The only information that is available to the public through the Conservation & Research database is what 
is shown in the screenshot below: 
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How can I ensure that my submission is complete and useful? 
 
Build Your Project Summary 
 

 
 
The fictional sample project shown above conveys what the ideal amount of detail is for each project. 
Each field is filled out, giving a better sense of what exactly the project entails. Some pointers for this 
section include: 
 

 Title (Limit – 1,000 characters): Keep the title concise yet descriptive. Words signifying what species 
the project is focusing on and where it took place are helpful. 

 Description (Limit – 1,500 characters): Write a brief and thorough description for each project that 
describes the research question being explored and the data being collected. RTC members use the 
project’s description to understand whether a project meets their definition of mission-focused 
research. This is also one of the fields visible by anybody exploring the database, and therefore, a 
thorough description allows all viewers to understand what you are doing. 

 Participation Status: This field describes the participation status of the submitting organization; 
therefore, if your facility’s role was short-term within a multi-year, ongoing study, you should indicate 
that your participation has been “Completed.” Be sure to update this field as your participation status 
changes! This will allow you to use the search functionality to limit the number of projects you see 
when you enter your annual project information to only those that are “Ongoing”. 

 Project Type: Many projects involve both in situ and ex situ components. For this field, choose the 
category that best aligns with how your facility, i.e. the submitting organization, participated in the 
project. In the sample above, since the entire study was held on zoo grounds, ex situ would be the 
more suitable choice, whereas if researchers had to venture into the field, in situ would be more 
suitable. 

 Participation Role: Choose whether your organization is responsible for leading the project or whether 
you were a collaborator on another entity’s project. If you are reporting a donation or you sent 
samples/surveys to another organization responsible for analyses, you would choose “Collaborator”. 

 Main Area of Focus: This is a required field. Choose which category from the dropdown that best 
describes your project’s focus. Some projects will have elements of more than one category, but we 
ask that you choose the primary focus. You will be able to select keywords from this, as well as 
secondary “keyword categories” later in the survey. 



 Project Staff: List the individuals most involved in the project, if relevant – this could be staff at your 
institution, a principal investigator on a grant or research project, or other key individuals. 

 Biome/Habitat: Choose where the research primarily occurred. Options include on-grounds and multi-
institutional.  

 
Add an Annual Project Update 
 

 
 

 Report Year: This information is what identifies those projects you participated in during a given year. 
All of AZA’s year-specific data queries are based on the Report Year field. If no annual project 
updates are created for a project submission, then that project will not be included in any AZA reports 
or analyses. The information in this section is viewable only to the mission-focused research contact 
at each facility and to AZA. AZA will not share the individual amounts spent per project, although the 
amounts may be aggregated across projects and included in analyses and publications. If a project is 
completed, you do not need to continue to add annual project updates. 

 Status: A project should be listed as “Active” if your organization had any engagement (i.e., Amount 
Spent is above zero or other engagement) with the project in that year. It should only be marked 
“Inactive” if the Amount Spent is zero and project activities have totally ceased.  

 Amount Spent: Input the sum total of both the cash value spent towards the project and the in-kind 
value of any goods, services, or commodities purchased for or provided for the project. 

 Describe this year’s project activities (Limit – 1,500 characters): Unlike the Project Description seen 
on the previous page, this field should only include the activities that took place that year. This field is 
important for multi-year projects which occur in successive stages. 

 Check box if your support for this project was solely in the form of a direct grant or donation to 
another entity: If your collaboration on a project in any given year was limited solely to providing 
financial support to another organization doing, be sure to check this box. If this box is not checked, it 
will be presumed that an organization’s collaboration entails engagement with the project beyond 
financial support. 

 



Be Thorough 
 

 
 
We depend on you to provide as much information as possible about each project, so that analyses and 
publications are an accurate reflection of the AZA community’s engagement in scientific research. Please 
complete all fields of the survey to the best of your ability. Keep the following tips in mind as you fill out 
the rest of the survey: 
 

 Species: The dropdown list is sorted alphabetically by the type of animal first, and then the unique 
descriptor (i.e. “Owl, Snowy” instead of “Snowy Owl”). You can add multiple species by clicking “Add 
Species” for each new entry. If your targeted species is not included in the dropdown list, select 
“Other” and a text box will appear that will allow you to write the name of the target species. Be as 
specific as possible and include Latin names to minimize confusion. Species groups are included in 
the dropdown menu for projects that are generally taxonomically-specific, but not species-specific 
(e.g., welfare of raptors serving as ambassador animals, chytridiomycosis in amphibian collections, 
etc.). Avoid choosing species groups like “Ape (Mammal spp.)” if you know the particular species 
being targeted. 

 Keywords: Choose up to three keywords. Explore all of the options available before choosing the 
three that best describe your project. At least one keyword should be selected from the Keyword 
Category you selected as the project’s Main Area of Focus. 

 Project Locations: The Continent field is not automatically selected for each country, so take care to 
choose the correct continent for each country that you choose. The Project Location should reflect 
where the majority of the research took place. If your organization sent samples to another 
organization, choose that organization’s country of origin. 

 Participating Institutions: If your organization is a collaborator on a project, be sure to identify at least 



one “Lead” organization. There is no limit to the number of organizations you can list. Make sure to 
spell the organizations’ names correctly, include any acronyms they might be better known as, and 
spell out acronyms that may be less well-known. When collaborating with universities, please include 
the specific campus and/or college (e.g., University of California – Davis, University of Georgia – 
College of Veterinary Medicine), when appropriate. 

 Publications: Include any peer-reviewed publications, technical reports, or graduate student theses or 
dissertations that resulted from, or are associated with, the project activities. Only include 
presentations if the proceedings from the conference are published and available. AZA uses 
Associated Press (AP) styling standards – notate author names in the format “Last Name, First 
Initial”, do not use “et al.”, and use an ampersand before the final name. Spell out the full name of the 
journal. An example of what a full citation should look like is included below; though keep in mind that 
you will only be filling in individual fields. 

 

Abegglen, L., & Schiffman, J. (2015). Potential mechanisms for cancer resistance in elephants and 
comparative cellular response to DNA damage in humans. Journal of the American Medical Association, 
314(17), 1850-1860. doi: 10.1001/jama.2015.13134 


